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Outline

• Why boiling is important?

• Why do we need a new solver?

• Does the new solver improve the simulation results?



High heat flux due to Miniaturization (1)

Current trend is Miniaturization

High heat flux generation 

Reliability and Performance
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Attainable heat transfer coefficients of different cooling methods (4)



Boiling Important

Study on boiling Important

Experimental study on Boiling Expensive

Numerical study on boiling Popular

• Why boiling is important?



Existing solver :

icoReactingMultiphaseInterFoam

phaseChangeHeatFoam

interThermalPhaseChangeFoam

• Why do we need a new solver?



Schematic of geometry Grid structure

Flow boiling in a channel with a cavity

icoReactingMultiPhaseInterFoam











Microlayer theory

To capture the separation of bubbles from the channel surface

To capture a very thin layer of liquid between the bubble and channel surface

• Why extremely fine mesh?



1- With existing solvers 

Need for extremely fine mesh

Need for too much time and space

• Why do we need a new solver?



Schematic of geometry Grid structure (88200)

Taylor wave simulation

Grid structure (9800)

phaseChangeHeatFoam





1- Need for extremely fine mesh

Need for too much time and space

2- inaccurate results

• Why do we need a new solver?

• What is wrong with existing solvers?



Adaptive mesh refinement

Interface compression schemes

• Does the new solver improving the results?

• How is it working?



Adaptive mesh refinement



newSolver



New Solver

Interface compression schemes

Old solver

Number of mesh: 9800

Old solver

Number of mesh: 88200

New Solver

Number of mesh: 12683



Adaptive mesh refinement Decreasing the number of mesh

Interface compression schemes Sharper interface

• Does the new solver improving the results?

Yes

• How is it working?


